STAMPAWAY USA

PRIVATE
PREVIEW
SHOPPING
PARTY

3110 Payne Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
(800) 945-3980
www.stampawayusa.com

(Concessions Open)

Ni ght O ut
In N ightwe
ar

Bring your jammies!

Gift Certificates will
be awarded for the
Best Nightwear.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 2017
SHARONVILLE CONVENTION CENTER
6:30–10:30 PM
PRE-SHOPPING PARTY

Only 600 Tickets Available!
$25 includes both
Friday & Saturday admission.

SATURDAY
AUGUST 12, 2017
One-Day Convention
9:00 AM–4:30 PM
Sharonville
Convention Center
$10 at the door

ACCOMODATIONS

EXHIBITORS

A Jillian Vance Design
Art Gone Wild!
Art Impressions
Craft Fantastic
Creative Vision Stamps
Creek Bank Creations, Inc.
Darcie’s Heart & Home
Dare 2B Artzy
Endless Creations, LLC & Everyday Cards
Eyelet Outlet, LLC
Gary M. Burlin & Co.
Gina Marie Designs
Heartfelt Creations
Impression Obsession
Inky Antics
JudiKins, Inc.
Just For Fun
Lost Coast Designs/Carmen’s Veranda
Marco’s Paper
Morning Star Ink
Northwoods Rubber Stamps, Inc.
Our Daily Bread Designs
Paper Sweeties
Pink and Main
Prickley Pear Rubber Stamps
Repeat Impressions
Right at Home Shop
Riley & Company
Rubber Cottage
Seaside Stampin’ Ink
Simon Says Stamp
Simply Said Rubber Stamps
Stacy Stamps
Stampers Anonymous
Stamp-n-Storage
StencilGirl
Studios Blackbird/Invoke Arts
Technique Junkies, LLC
Tessler Crafts
The Paper Hollow
Toomuchfun Rubberstamps
Verses Rubber Stamp Company

*** ASK FOR STAMPAWAY RATE***
LivINN Hotels

11385 Chester Road
Sharonville, OH 45246
(513) 772-7877
$99/$104
Cut-off date 7/7/17

Fairfield Inn Suites
11440 Chester Road
Sharonville, OH 45246
(513) 842-9112
$109
Cut-off date 7/18/17

Hyatt Place Sharonville Convention Center
Reservation openings to be announced via email & Facebook
11355 Chester Road
Sharonville, OH 45246
513-771-1718
$119

Saturday Tickets: $10 (includes program booklet)
Coupons for program booklets may be redeemed at
the Sharonville Convention Center (Lower Level),
August 9, 11:00 AM–6:00 PM;
August 10, 7:30 AM–6:15 PM;
and August 11, 7:30 AM–3:00 PM
or at the door on Saturday, August 12.
Bring plenty of cash! Hundred-dollar bills are
sometimes hard to cash early in the day. Some
companies do not accept checks or credit cards, and
transactions are quicker with cash.

Classes are held on the lower level of
the Sharonville Convention Center in
Sharonville, unless otherwise noted.
ALL CLASS ATTENDEES MUST BE REGISTERED.
Phone registrations will not be accepted at any time.
Registrations by fax will be accepted beginning June 1st.
NO CLASS REFUNDS GIVEN
The open classes will be posted in the headquarters area
on the lower level of the Sharonville Convention Center
on Wednesday 10:00 AM–6:00 PM;
Thursday, 7:30 AM–5:30 PM; Friday, 7:30 AM–3:00 PM.
Switching of classes is not permitted. Classes registered
at the Convention Center must be paid with CASH ONLY.

If you bring your camera, PLEASE ask permission to
photograph work.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
www.stampawayusa.com

Paging is not available.
For safety and liability reasons, no strollers, rolling
carts, or suitcases are permitted on the convention
center floor. Suitcases may be checked in at the
office (near the elevators).

BRING YOUR STAMPING CASE
TO YOUR CLASSES
It is recommended
that you bring your
“stamping case” to
each class. In some
class descriptions
additional supplies
are listed. The
“stamping case” may
include a ruler (metal
edge preferred), pencil, paper, craft knife, cutting
mat, glue stick, double-sided tape, markers, a few
pigment ink pads, and a black dye ink pad.

DIRECTIONS

STA MPAWAY TIPS

Friday Night Tickets: $25 (600 tickets are available).
Includes ID wristbands for Private Shopping Party,
Saturday admission, and a program booklet coupon.

SHARONVILLE CONVENTION
CENTER
From Greater Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
Airport: I-275 East to I-75 North. Exit 15, Sharon
Road (approx. 23 miles). Left on Sharon Road.
Right on Chester Road.
From Dayton: I-75 South to Exit 15, Sharon Road.
Right on Sharon Road. Right on Chester Road.
From Indianapolis: I-74 to I-275 East to I-75 South.
Exit 15, Sharon Road. Right on Sharon Road. Right
on Chester Road.
From Louisville: I-71 North to I-75 North. Exit
15, Sharon Road. Left on Sharon Road. Right on
Chester Road.
You can also get door-to-door directions online
from www.google.com/maps
Sharonville Convention Center’s address is
11355 Chester Road, Sharonville, OH 45246.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
CASCADING & FOLDING FUN
Sarah Justison

$36
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.thepapercut.com

Some cards are just too big to make with card making dies or too
much trouble to hand cut and score, so what’s the next best thing?
It’s our pre-cut and scored cards. The Paper Cut has three new Die Cut
Cards, which include a Cascading Card, a Funky Fold Pop-out Card,
and a Lever Card. We also have a couple of new scored cards that
aren’t difficult to make BUT become a whole lot easier having them
pre-done. In this class, you will make five cards...all brand new kits.
The Cascading Card will have a birthday theme and the others will be
an assortment of occasions. Bring: double-sided tape or tape runner
and scissors.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
ELEGANT PASTE WITH DIMENSION
Candice Schwark

$31
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.studio-mosaic.com

You will complete nine elegant dimensional images using stencils,
pigment inks, and three different embossing pastes. The designs
may then be adhered to cards, gift boxes, album covers, gift tags, or
scrapbook pages. Each person will receive a stencil, a set of three preembossed starter images, and many ideas. Actual stencil image may
vary from those shown on sample board. Instructor will have supplies,
but if you prefer using your own supplies, bring a multicolor pigment
stamp pad, metal double-ended stylus, and small round daubers.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
SHIMMERING GLAZING
Judi Watanabe

$40
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.judikins.com

It’s surprising what ink, glitter, and Diamond Glaze can do. Spend a
little time stamping, mixing, and sparkling to create these beautiful
shimmering cards. Projects will be similar to (but not exactly the same
as) the sample shown. The technique is what is most important, and
students will create pieces they are sure to love. Bring: paper cutter.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
STAMPING WITH PANPASTELS
Carolyn Dube

$39
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.acolorfuljourney.com

Using rubber stamps, you will layer, blend, mix colors, and seal
PanPastels while creating collages full of color. When you walk out the
door, you will be able to confidently make cards, backgrounds, and
more with PanPastels because Carolyn is sharing the whys and hows
of PanPastels so you will have a clear and strong understanding of
the medium. She is bringing the PanPastels, the supplies for sealing,
and rubber stamps for those willing to share. Bring: a variety of 10-12
rubber stamps (bold, fine, little, big, text), 15 cosmetic wedge sponges
from the drugstore, glue stick, scissors, and permanent ink pad.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$26
TWIST AND SHOUT CARDS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Barbara Bruder
www.artandsoulcreeations.blogspot.com

WED, AUG 9
2:15–4:15 PM
$40
METALLIC ALCHEMY EFFECTS WITH POWDERS & INKS INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Judi Watanabe
www.judikins.com

WED, AUG 9
2:30–4:30 PM
$40
WATERCOLORS EVERYONE CAN DO
BEG/INT LEVELS
Beverly Anderson
www.beverly-anderson.blogspot.com

When you open this card, it really shouts and it twists, too! It will
definitely make a statement. Join Barbara as she demystifies the
how-to on this card design. No difficult scores and only one
additional fold are what makes this card work. This card will really
surprise the recipient. You will make two cards. Bring: regular and
detail scissors, double-sided tape (the kind that is tearable, such as
Scor-Tape or X-Press It Tape—not Scotch brand or red liner tape,
please), pencil, bone folder, glue pen, and markers (regular or
alcohol) or colored pencils.

You won’t believe that these cards are made with embossing powders
and Mica Gloss inks. Learn how the choice of color and simple
layering come together to create these interesting cards that are sure
to impress. Project cards will be similar to (but not exactly the same
as) the sample shown. The technique is what is most important, and
students will create pieces they are sure to love. You will leave with
four cards. Bring: heat tool, rubber brayer, and paper cutter.

Techniques are the key to being successful with this product. You
will learn as we go and design—according to color, composition,
and concept—to achieve your desired look. Resist, freeform,
and control will be taught, and dry watercolors will be used.
Bring: round-tipped #4 detail brush, 1” flat brush, stamps (nature
themed, flowers, trees, and a few verses), small container for water,
water spritzer larger than mini size, a rag, and permanent ink that
sets quickly.

WED, AUG 9 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
UPCYCLED WIND CHIMES
Joe Rotella

$28
All LEVELS
www.createNcraft.com

Summer is here, so it’s time to make some garden art! Create a glass
wind chime from an old wine bottle, and bring some music to your
outdoor space. Learning about glass cutting, etching, and collage
are all part of this workshop. Joe will show you how to cut bottles
with a perfect edge nearly every time, etch glass, and collage on
wood to create your own garden art. Joe will also show you several
different projects you can make using these techniques. To save time,
your bottle will be pre-cut. Joe will demonstrate glass cutting in
class. Bring: any images you want to include in a small collage (e.g.,
napkins, clip art, and ephemera) on the paddle of the wind chime,
lightweight latex gloves, and newspaper or bubble wrap to protect
your finished project.

WED, AUG 9 12:30–3:00 PM
$40
SUMPTUOUS STAMPED SCARF & CHARM
BEGINNER LEVEL
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Cyndi Duncan
www.stilllifewithstilettos.blogspot.com
Using alcohol inks and markers, you will create a beautiful background
on a sumptuous rayon scarf. Students will add details, and even
intricate scenes, to their scarves with rubber stamps. You will leave
class with a beautiful, wearable piece of art and a scarf charm that
you have created. Bring: black StazOn ink pad and chisel-tip Sharpie
markers in preferred colors. Optional: Ranger alcohol inks in preferred
colors, additional StazOn ink colors, favorite rubber stamps (solid
designs work best), hair dryer, painting smock, and respirator if you
are sensitive to rubbing alcohol fumes.

WED, AUG 9 2:15–4:15 PM
$36
MIRRISPARKLE PAPER + ALCOHOL INKS = WOW INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Sarah Justison
www.thepapercut.com
MirriSparkle glitter paper is stunning all by itself, but add alcohol inks
and WOW! Warning, you may get your fingers a little inky in this class
while experimenting with alcohol ink colors to create backgrounds
on the MirriSparkle paper. With all the backgrounds and layers, and
also coordinating with metallic cardstock and Mirricard, you will
create six stunning cards. Bring: scissors, adhesive for layers/gems/
embellishments, and personal paper trimmer (or share with a friend).

WED, AUG 9 2:30–5:00 PM
GRAPHIC 45 CIRCLE BOOK
Tanya Kostynuk

$36
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.rileyandcompanyonline.com

Let Tanya show you how to make this gorgeous circle book out of five
11” circles. You will make five separate “rooms” and decorate them, as
well as decorate the front and back of your book. You will also attach
a gorgeous gold chain to close the book. Graphic 45 Enchanted Forest
papers used. Bring: scissors, liquid adhesive, Zots 3D pop dots, ½”
double-sided tape, and black Sharpie marker.

WED, AUG 9 2:30–4:30 PM
$26
WASHI TAPE & CARDS
BEGINNER LEVEL
Barbara Bruder
www.artandsoulcreations.blogspot.com
Okay, we know you have oh, so many different washi tapes, but do
you use them? No? Well, join Barbara as she presents three different
card designs using washi tape. These cards will set the mood for three
different themes. The washi tapes displayed in the class samples
may vary the day of the class, but the themes will be the same.
Bring: regular and detail scissors, double-sided tape (the kind that is
tearable, such as Scor-Tape or X-Press It Tape—not Scotch brand or red
liner tape, please), liquid glue (Mono Multi or Scotch Quick Dry are my
favorites), and tweezers.

WED, AUG 9
3:00–7:00 PM
$40
VINTAGE SHABBY CHIC ALTERED BOTTLE
ALL LEVELS
Joe Rotella
www.createNcraft.com
Start with a crown-shaped (i.e., Crown Royal) bottle and turn it into
a vintage-style work of art! You will work to build layers of texture
with torn paper, cloth, and fibers. Once the base is built up, you will
apply color and then embellish with lace, trims, jewelry materials, and
a vintage photo. The process is fun and relaxing. The techniques you
learn will be the foundation of any mixed media project, and you are
going to love the finished bottle! Bring: pencil, scissors, baby wipes,
heat tool, lightweight latex gloves and newspaper or bubble wrap to
protect your finished bottle. Joe will have supplies but you may want
to bring your own favorite stamps (unmounted works best), vintage
photo (black and white or sepia tones work best), special lace, ribbon,
chains, charms, flowers, beads, and glitter.

WED, AUG 9
4:00–6:00 PM
$36
STAMPSCAPES SEASONS CARDS COLORED WITH COPIC MARKERS ALL LEVELS
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Janet Winkle
www.astampineveryhand.com
That’s right...Stampscapes colored with Copic markers. These
beautiful cards reflect the seasons of winter, spring/summer, and
fall. Coloring with Copic markers allows you to shade and blend
with alcohol ink. These pens are refillable and are so much fun
to work with. We will accent the cards with a Stardust Pen and
Crystal Stickles. Come and explore the world of Copic markers
with your Stampscapes stamps. Samples may vary on class day.
Bring: Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad, tape runner or double-sided
tape, Stardust clear glitter pen, Crystal Stickles glitter glue, duster
brush, and Copic markers (B32 Pale Blue, B45 Smoky Blue, C0 Cool
Gray, 0 Colorless Blender, E33 Sand, E37 Sepia, Y02 Canary Yellow,
YG03 Yellow Green, YG17 Grass Green, G07 Nile Green, G17 Forest
Green, YR15 Pumpkin Yellow, and YG63 Pea Green).

WED, AUG 9 5:15–8:15 PM
$40
JUST A REMINDER
ALL LEVELS
Joan Benoit
www.simplysaidrubberstamps.com

WED, AUG 9 5:30–7:30 PM
CARDS, CARDS, CARDS 2017
Sarah Justison

$36
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.thepapercut.com

THURS, AUG 10 8:30–11:30 AM
$34
MONOPRINTING - PRINT & STATIONERY BOX
All LEVELS
Joe Rotella
www.createNcraft.com

Sometimes in our lives we tend to forget important dates—birthdays,
anniversaries, or a spur-of-the-moment occasion. Let this little desk
calendar box help you to remember them. You can have cards at your
fingertips just by pulling out the drawer, choosing a card, signing it,
adding postage, and then sending! The box will hold at least eight
cards and postage stamps. Students will make the box and four cards.
You can mark special dates on the easel calendar (2018 calendars will
be provided). Papers may vary due to availability at the time of class.
Bring: double-sided tape or tape runner, scissors, markers or colored
pencils of your choice, and a Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad. All other
supplies will be provided.

In this class, you will make eight cards...some quick and easy, some
a little more involved. Each year we have new Card Making Die
designs, which we will be using in the class, along with a few of our
other pre-die cut cards. Learn how to use our new card making dies
while making a variety of different cards for all occasions. Learn a new
technique, new fold, or new trick to make your card making fun! The
cards in this class will all be different styles, folds, colors (including
some sparkle and bling!), and occasions. There will be something for
everyone. Bring: scissors, double-sided tape, and adhesive for gems/
embellishments/small die cuts.

Explore and play while learning the basics of monoprinting to create
dynamic images using water-soluble inks and paints on a gel plate.
Pull print after print while Joe shows you a variety of techniques
featuring the Gen Press 6” x 6” Plate. Learn to pull first-generation
prints, ghost prints, and pick-up prints. Use stencils, mark making
tools, texture tools, and brushes to see the different results each
produces. Use the same techniques you learned to pull paper prints
to print directly on a box to store your prints. Monoprinting is often
called the “little black dress of mixed media”—something you go
to over and over again when you’re creating cards, journal pages,
artist trading cards, canvases, and home decor pieces. You will leave
class with a stock of prints and the perfect box to store them in.
Bring: pencil, scissors, fine-point Sharpie marker, baby wipes, and
small paper trimmer (for 8½” x 11½” paper). Optional: favorite stencils/
stamps and lightweight latex gloves.

WED. AUG 9 5:15-8:15 PM
$49
TWISTED MIXED MEDIA
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Beverly Anderson
www.beverly-anderson.blogspot.com
Oh, what fun we’ll have creating these wood panels. They are made
to hang or to display on an easel. You’ll use paints, glue, pre-printed
images, ink, stamps, foil highlights and more. Recycled elements,
cardboard, wood panels, and paper will be what you build on. Choices
of color, style and embellishment are available to make this a truly
unique project. Bring: 3-4 acrylic paints of your choice, 2 brushes (½”
flat and #6 round for detail), glue (Mod Podge works), Prismacolor
pencils, stamps for borders and a few sayings, a container for water,
scissors, tape, and pop dots.

WED, AUG 9 5:30–7:30 PM
$46
ADV. GLITTERY GLITZY WINTER CARDINAL CARDS INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Pat Niemuth
www.northwoodsrubberstamps.com
In this year’s class, you will make four winter-themed cardinal cards.
You will use Northwoods Blending Paper and Tombow markers to color
your image. The image will then be matted with Tim Holtz Silver Metallic
Paper and silver glitter paper. As a final step, you will glitter your frames
to make your image sparkly and glitzy using Art Glitter. Included in
your class fee is a 6” x 6” package of Tim Holtz Metallic Kraft Core Paper
and a special gift from Northwoods. All supplies provided.

WED, AUG 9 5:45–8:15 PM
ELEGANT CIGAR BOX
Tanya Kostynuk

$40
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.rileyandcompanyonline.com

Join Tanya as she transforms a high quality wooden cigar box into a
gorgeous storage or treasure box! You will use Graphic 45 Enchanted
Forest Collection paper and chipboard to bring this project to life.
All materials are provided. As with all of Tanya’s classes, pieces are
precut so all you have to do is a little fussy cutting and then assemble.
Bring: scissors, adhesive, double-sided tape, markers or colored
pencils, Tim Holtz Vintage Photo ink pad, pop dots, and sponge.

THURS, AUG 10 8:00–11:00 AM
SAFARI ADVENTURE JOURNAL
Jan Lill Worms

$42
BEG/INT LEVELS
www.bookwormsbindery.com

Stunning Graphic 45 paper is featured in this sumptuous journal
filled with details and wonderful textures. The journal features three
different types of ribbon: jute, grosgrain, and organza. Students
will design their own bookmark using metal and wood beads. The
three-section text block is sewn onto an accordion and showcases
three types of paper. You will add your own photos and memories
to complete your one-of-a-kind journal. This journal is deceptively
simple to make. Beginners will be thrilled with the results, and
experienced binders will enjoy learning new techniques. Students
will receive a collage sheet of coordinating paper to personalize the
pages. Workshop fee includes complete written instructions and all
materials needed to complete one journal. Sample may vary on day
of class. Jan is a book binding master and a graduate of Book and
Paper Arts, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Bring: pencil, ruler, bone folder, awl,
scissors, 1” foam or flat brush for gluing, and old washrag for gluing.
Helpful if you have a transparent 12” ruler and punching cradle or
paperback book at least 1” thick.

THURS, AUG 10
IT’S MAGIC
Sarah Justison

8:30–10:30 AM

$31
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.thepapercut.com

In this class, you will make four “Magic Cards.” On the front of the
card, the image will appear black and white, but pull up on the tab
and presto! It changes to a beautifully colored image. The Magic
Card comes as a kit with a special die cut card base and the pieces to
make a card that will have friends wondering, “How did that happen?”
You will learn how to make a Magic Card from start to finish. You
will also make a few more for different occasions such as Christmas,
autumn/Halloween, birthday, and floral. By the end of the class, you
will be an expert at creating “Magic.” Sample may vary from picture.
Bring: scissors, ¼” double-sided tape, liquid glue for gems, and
personal trimmer (can be shared with friend).

THURS, AUG 10 8:30–10:30 AM
$36
LOTS OF LABELS
ALL LEVELS
Linda Crofton
www.arthappenswithlovelylinda.blogspot.com
As one who often journals, are you forever looking for new ways to add
accents to your pages? Linda was always looking through her scraps for
snippets until she realized she could create some art on sticker sheets
and labels specifically for her stash. Just imagine a collection of circles,
rectangles, hole reinforcements, and entire sheets that can be punched
or run through a die-cutting machine. In this class, your kit will include
all of those sticker papers and shapes. You will decorate them using
inks and paints, stencils, and pattern markers to create a stash of your
own. No supplies needed since Linda has enough to share!

THURS, AUG 10 8:30–10:30 AM
$32
RHAPSODY IN BLUE CARDS
BEGINNER LEVEL
Tanya Kostynuk
www.rileyandcompanyonline.com

THURS, AUG 10 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$32
RILEY & COMPANY SHADOW BOX
BEGINNER LEVEL
Tanya Kostynuk
www.rileyandcompanyonline.com

THURS, AUG 10 11:45 AM–1:45 PM
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE GUYS!
Sarah Justison

Join Riley & Company to make five beautiful cards in this fun, fastpaced class. As with every Riley & Company class, all materials are
cut, stamped, embossed, and die cut for you. All you have to do is
assemble and have fun! And, as always, we include plenty of freebies.
Bring: scissors, adhesive, Zots 3D pop dots, choice of coloring tools
(markers, pencils, Copics), Tim Holtz Vintage Photo ink pad, and sponge.

Join Riley & Company in this fun class! You will use an 11” x 11” shadow
box and make nine fun inserts. This shadow box is deep enough to
hold your personal mementos once you get home. As with every
Riley & Company class, all materials are included. All you have to do is
color a few images, assemble and have fun! And as always, we include
plenty of freebies. Bring: scissors, choice of adhesives, Zots 3D pop
dots, choice of coloring tools (markers, pencils, Copics), Tim Holtz
Vintage Photo ink pad, sponge, hot glue gun, and glue refill sticks.

In this class we will make six cards for the men—big and small—in
your life! Cards for men can be challenging, so come and make
an assortment of “guy” cards, using different die cuts and window
cards. You will definitely do birthday, but we will also do some other
occasions such as Father’s Day, Thinking of You, Thank You, etc. Don’t
want a specific occasion? No worries since there will be a variety of
sayings that you can interchange. The next time you need a card
for the guy in your life, you will be able to just quickly pull it out!
Bring: scissors and adhesive for card layers/gems/embellishments.

THURS, AUG 10 8:30–10:30 AM
$46
SUMMER, FALL, WINTER, SPRING METALWORK CARDS
ALL LEVELS
Sandi Obertin
www.creativeartsbyobertin.com
During this class you will be working with aluminum and copper. You
will be hand-tooling the metal, working with Sandi’s highly detailed
images and specific color techniques for each type of metal. Your class
kit will include all art materials for four gorgeous cards, one for each
season. Bring: scissors, tape runner or double-sided tape, and nonwatercolor colored pencils (including a white one).

THURS, AUG 10 9:30–11:30 AM
BIBLE JOURNALING TECHNIQUES
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Cindy Sartain

$30
BEG/INT LEVELS
www.dare2bartzy.com

Do you love to spend time in God’s word? If you do, you will want to
try Bible journaling and see how much joy it can bring you. This is a
class for everyone. You will learn techniques to be used in your Bible
that can also be used on your next art project. Class includes a Bible
booklet to practice on and a free mini stamp set. You will also make
a card and bookmark with the techniques you learn. Added bonus: a
Dare 2B Artzy coupon! Bring: black fine-tip pen, colored pencils, white
gel pen, adhesive, and old hotel key card. Optional: markers, washi
tape, and your Bible (but we will have practice booklets for everyone).

THURS, AUG 10 11:15 AM–1:15 PM
$41
HOLOGRAPHIC CARDS
ALL LEVELS
Sandi Obertin
www.creativeartsbyobertin.com
Holographic cards are beautiful! During this class you will be able
to explore color and design techniques while creating four to six
cards. Your class kit will include all materials needed. Bring: scissors,
tape runner or double-sided tape, and a selection of Sharpie brand
permanent markers (no oil markers or ultrafine-point markers, please).

THURS, AUG 10 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$41
TRI-FOLD FLIPBOOK OF POCKETS & FLAPS
ALL LEVELS
Linda Crofton
www.arthappenswithlovelylinda.blogspot.com
Whether you are a traveler or letter writer, this small journal will fill the
need for keeping your stickers, washi tape samples, clever paperclips,
Post-it Notes and page flags, postage stamps, and notecards all in one
location in your travel bag or bin. You will begin with the creation of
the journal, adding flips, flaps, and pockets, including embellishments
throughout. You will then choose from Linda’s eclectic rubber stamp
collection, decorating notecards to tuck inside. This class includes making
bonus notecards. Bring: scissors, tape runner, glue stick, bone folder, and
favorite fine-tipped markers. Linda is packing everything else!

THURS, AUG 10 11:30 AM–2:00 PM
EBONY & ALCHEMY
Nancy Curry

$40
ALL LEVELS
www.nancycurry.com

Metallic foils and lustrous interference pigments can add so much
to a composition, especially when that substrate is black. This class
will teach interference background technique for paper arts and
other disciplines as well as supervised practice in the undercoating
processes, wet and dry applications, and sealant use (as necessary).
The class will also include a provided substrate to mount and show
off your class journey. Bring: black StazOn ink pad, scissors, ruler, thinline synthetic paintbrush (round #1 brush or similar), four Sharpie
fine-point markers in colors you like together or complementing ones.
Optional: favorite small motif and/or phrase stamps.

$36
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.thepapercut.com

THURS, AUG 10 12:15–2:15 PM
$28
THREE MIXED MEDIA PROJECTS ON PLEXI-GLASS
ALL LEVELS
Joe Rotella
www.createNcraft.com
Acrylic glass (also known as Plexiglass and Lucite) can add layers and
depth in ways that can’t be achieved with opaque substrates. Learn
mixed media techniques that emphasize its unique characteristics as
you create an assemblage piece, artist trading cards, and a cell phone
stand! Acrylic paint, alcohol, alcohol inks, markers, vinyl, and more
come together to create effects that only work on acrylic glass. Joe will
also teach you the basics of cutting, drilling, preparing, and assembling
acrylic glass. It’s clear! You’re going to love what you learn and make.
Bring: pencil, scissors, fine-point Sharpie marker, and baby wipes.
Optional: any images you might want to include in a small collage
(e.g. napkins, clip art, ephemera) and lightweight latex gloves.

THURS, AUG 10 12:30–4:30 PM
ST. NICHOLAS BOXES
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Marsha Bichler

$80
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Arlington, TN

The Magic of St. Nicholas is evident in this whimsical box. Decorated
with Graphic 45’s St. Nicholas papers and embellishments, this project
will delight you at every turn. A Santa-themed chipboard tag sits atop
a stand of blocks and gilded columns. The top block not only opens,
but thanks to the clever use of a border, the lid can be set up to display
Santa on a magically appearing easel. A second box is attached by
tiny columns. Invisible magnets hold the two boxes together to make
them look like two blocks separated by small decorative supports. The
lid on the second box is filled with sparkling sequins in holiday colors
behind a diminutive picture window. Open the window and you will
find another secret compartment. As special as St. Nicholas himself,
this magical piece is sturdy enough to be displayed year after year,
used as a gift box, or even to hold Christmas memories. All paper will
be pre-cut, pre-scored and organized for assembly. Bring: craft mat,
gloves and apron (Gilder’s Paste will be provided), 1/8” and 1/4” Scor-Tape,
Un-Du, pop dots, fast drying liquid glue, ruler, pencil, Crop-A-Dile (if you
own one) scissors, bone folder, and sanding block or emery board.

THURS, AUG 10 2:30–4:30 PM
BRILLIANT AND BEAUTIFUL II
Laura Bastian

$36
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.creativevisionstamps.com

Do you want to create projects that are fresh and fabulous? Come
get inspired with our workshop that will show you multiple
ways to add foil to your projects. The effect is simply brilliant and
beautiful. In this workshop you will create six unique, all-occasion
cards using our Foilables brand of pre-designed toner sheets.
Bring: scissors, adhesive, and paper trimmer.

THURS, AUG 10 2:30–4:30 PM
$35
FUN AND FANCY FOLDS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Kelley Holland
www.ourdailybreaddesigns.com
Join Kelley’s fun class that features four folded cards and 3D projects
using a variety of Our Daily Bread stamps and custom dies. All supplies
are included and pre-cut for easy assembly. Bring: strong tape,
scissors, and pop dots.

THURS, AUG 10 2:30–4:30 PM
$31
MIXED MEDIA STAMPED HAND-PAINTED CARDS
ALL LEVELS
Tracy Weinzapfel
info@tracyweinzapfel.com
Join DecoArt and Dare 2B Artzy stamp designer Tracy Weinzapfel for
a class of mixed media fun! This is a technique-based class making
backgrounds and using Totally Tracy stamps to create two or three
mixed media cards. If time permits, a fourth card kit will be provided.
Tracy, a licensed DecoArt mixed media artist, hosts an internet show
called Mixed Media Monday. She will also discuss different techniques
and the products used to create backgrounds. The class will incorporate
many techniques to use in card making, canvas, art journals, and more.
Bring: baby wipes, craft mat, scissors, acrylic blocks, palette knife, and
favorite brushes (Tracy will have some on hand).

THURS, AUG 10 2:30–4:30 PM
$41
WINTER SCENERY 2017 CARDS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Pat Niemuth
www.northwoodsrubberstamps.com
You will make four spectacular winter scenery cards using our
Northwoods winter scenery images. All images will be colored using
Northwoods blending paper and Tombow markers. You will mount
your images on specialty papers including four glitter papers from
Best Creations. Finally, you will glitter your cards with a winter set of
glitter from Art Glitter. An added bonus will be a gift from Northwoods.
All supplies provided.

THURS, AUG 10 2:45–5:15 PM
MARBLED DESIGN MADE EASY
Nancy Curry

$40
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.nancycurry.com

THURS, AUG 10 5:30–7:30 PM
$36
STAMP ETCHING FLOWER CARDS
ALL LEVELS
Janet Winkle
www.astampineveryhand.com

Marbling is a classic technique that is perfect for paper arts,
bookmaking, art journaling and, on a larger scale, home decor.
Traditional methods require unique chemicals not readily available.
You will learn to use simple materials straight out of your studio and
your local superstore to create overlays and paper arts elements.
After making a series of papers, one overlay will be chosen for
mounting on a provided surface. The rest will help you grow your
stash of papers. Bring: black ink pad, scissors, ruler, and black
chisel-tip Sharpie marker. Optional: favorite small word stamps.

How many open (outline) stamps do you have and never use? This
technique will give you new and great ideas for those stamps and
have you looking for new ones to etch using Marvy LePens. These
cards are perfect for so many occasions. You will make four beautiful
cards and embellish them with Stickles glitter glue and Wink of Stella
glitter markers. Submitted sample may vary on class day. Bring: three
Marvy LePens (black, lavender, green), clear Wink of Stella, Diamond
Stickles glitter glue, glue pen, pop dots, tape runner or double-sided
tape, red brush-tip marker, detail scissors, and tweezers.

THURS, AUG 10 3:15–5:15 PM
$38
MIXED MEDIA STENCILING TECHNIQUES
BEG/INT LEVELS
Pat Huntoon
www.techniquejunkies.com

THURS, AUG 10 6:00–8:00 PM
ARTFUL BACKGROUNDS
Gaye Medbury

Join Pat as you play with ten techniques using a variety of mediums
with stencils. You will have a chance to learn and explore ten
different ways to use stencils for your paper crafting creations.
These techniques will be contained in a flip booklet, complete with
instructions. Learn new ways to use your stencils in this fun and
fast-paced class. Bring: palette knife and small paintbrush.

This is a hands-on class where you will learn some of Gaye’s favorite
techniques for applying those artsy backgrounds to your cards and
journal pages. You will use a variety of papers, inks, stamps, and stencils to
achieve the artful background you’ve always wanted to create. Included
is a free handmade book to house all your samples and documentation
to jump start your memory long after the class is over. Bring: basic
stamping suitcase to include VersaMark watermark ink pad or Ranger
Clear Resist pad, two or three Distress ink pads, black Memories ink
pad, Encore Metallic ink pad (Gaye will bring one), Kaleidacolor dye ink
pad, black crayon, a couple of small-pattern stencils, two or three colors
of Dylusions spray ink, sponges, spray bottle of water, spray bottle of
alcohol, paper towels, acrylic or hard rubber brayer, soft rubber brayer,
and a couple of medium-sized solid image stamps.

THURS, AUG 10 5:30–7:30 PM
$41
BRILLIANT SONGBIRD CARD CLASS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Pat Niemuth
www.northwoodsrubberstamps.com
You will make four beautiful 3D cards using our new songbird images
for 2017. You will color your images using Northwoods blending
paper and Tombow markers. You will make part of your image 3D on
each card and then mount them on specialty papers including Best
Creation glitter paper. Finally, you will use Art Glitter on each card
as an accent. You will also receive a special gift from Northwoods.
All supplies included.

THURS, AUG 10 5:30–7:30 PM
CARDS TO DIE FOR
Kelley Holland

$35
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.ourdailybreadesigns.com

Join Kelley’s fun class that features four detailed cards using a variety
of Our Daily Bread Designs dies. All card supplies are included and
are pre-cut for easy assembly. Bring: tape/adhesive, scissors, and
pop dots.

THURS, AUG 10 6:00–8:00 PM
METALLIC MAGIC MOUSSE
Pat Huntoon

$41
BEG/INT LEVELS
Louisville, KY

$35
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.techniquejunkies.com

Come play with shimmering metallic mousse! Learn six techniques
using these pretty and fun mousse products with stencils, stamps,
embossing, and more. You will complete four full cards, and if time
permits, extra techniques will be shown at the end of the class. You
will love the silkiness of these fabulous mousse products. Bring: paper
trimmer, adhesive, and small glue dots.

THURS, AUG 10 6:15–8:15 PM
3D DECOUPAGE FRAMED ART
Cheryl Hurttgam

$36
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.thepaperhollow.com

A 3D picture will be molded and inserted into an 8” x 8” frame. Using
pre-cut pictures, you will punch out the layers, add pop dots, and
curve the edges to make the pieces pop. After the pieces are put
together, you will add a paper glaze before framing. Bring: doublesided tape or tape runner, XL ball stylus or molding tool, and an
8” x 10” piece of fun foam.

FRI, AUG 11 8:00–11:00 AM
$41
STAMPSCAPES CHRISTMAS EXPLOSION BOX INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Janet Winkle
www.astampineveryhand.com

FRI, AUG 11 8:30–10:30 AM
POCKET PLANNER 2018
Gaye Medbury

Stampscapes Christmas Explosion Box is one class you will not want to
miss. We will be using some stamps for the first time in this class and
incorporating a few of your favorites, as well as a Deer Trio from Art
Impressions. You will stamp and create four panels for the inside of the
box, as well as the tag on the cover. There are 3D trees on the inside
that you will also embellish and put together. This could be a gift for
a special person or a wonderful addition to your own holiday decor.
This class will explode with stamping fun! Bring: Memories black ink
pad, two Colorbox styluses, Uniball Signo white gel pen, tape runner
or double-sided tape, liquid glue that dries clear (e.g., Tombow Aqua
Mono Liquid), scissors, bone folder, and Wink of Stella clear pen.

When you lead a busy life, having a planner can make keeping track
of scheduling easier, simpler, and more fun. Each planner features a place
for colorful artwork, a monthly calendar, and a removable weekly pocket
calendar that can fit in your wallet. The planner in its entirety has an elastic
closure and will tuck nicely in your purse. This makes the perfect gift for any
occasion. Bring: scissors, assorted ink pads, sponges or stipple brushes,
double-sided tape, glue stick, Post-it Notes, X-Acto knife and small mat,
bone folder, bookbinding awl, #22-24 tapestry needle, ruler, and pencil.
Optional: assorted washi tape and small calendar-related stamps.

FRI, AUG 11 8:30–10:30 AM
$75
CREATIVE CHEMISTRY - DISTRESS OXIDE EDITION ALL LEVELS
Tim Holtz
www.timholtz.com
This education-filled workshop will give you the chance to experiment
hands-on by learning several innovative techniques featuring Distress
Oxides. This is not your typical project-based class, but rather an
exploration of curiosities where our main objective will be creating tag
swatches. Each tag will include step-by-step instruction labels, which
we will assemble into a technique handbook to reference throughout
your creative journey. All supplies provided.

FRI, AUG 11 8:30–10:30 AM
FABULOUS GILDING FLAKES
Pat Huntoon

$35
BEG/INT LEVELS
www.techniquejunkies.com

Learn five different techniques for using gilding flakes to enhance
your stamped card creations. In this class, you will use stencils, stamps,
and embossing with flakes to create beautiful and magical cards. Get
gilded! Bring: MISTI or other stamp positioner (some will be provided),
paper trimmer, adhesive, and scissors.

FRI, AUG 11 8:30–10:30 AM
$46
NORTHWOODS 3D VINTAGE SNOWMAN
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Pat Niemuth
www.northwoodsrubberstamps.com
Celebrate the season making four cards using some of our favorite
snowman images. You will color your images using Northwoods
blending paper and Tombow markers. You will make part of the
image 3D on each card. The image will then be mounted on specialty
papers, including Tim Holtz Metallic Kraft Core Gold. Finally, you
will glitter your card using Art Glitter. Included in your class fee is a
6” x 6” package of Tim Holtz Metallic Kraft Core Paper and a special gift
from Northwoods. All supplies provided.

$41
ALL LEVELS
Louisville, KY

FRI, AUG 11 8:30–10:30 AM
$39
SNEAKY ART JOURNALING WORKSHOP
BEGINNER LEVEL
Carolyn Dube
www.acolorfuljourney.com
I used to struggle with letting go and creating loosely, but now I’ve found
ways around that. That’s why I call this workshop Sneaky Art Journaling!
It’s all about how to trick the controlling left brain into quieting down
so play can happen! Once that left brain is settled down, I’ll be sharing
how I keep it that way with techniques using heavy bottled paints,
glazing liquid, stencils, and different ways to apply the color - we’re not
going to be only using brushes. I’m bringing all the paints, Stencil Girl
stencils, and more for you to create your art journal pages. Paper will be
provided, but you are welcome to bring your own journal to work with.
Bring: three to five small paint brushes (I like the ¼” flat brush), water
container to clean your brushes, permanent black ink pad, and a variety
of rubber stamps (15 or so: big, little, fine, and bolder).

FRI, AUG 11
9:00 AM–1:00 PM
NATURE SKETCHBOOK MINI ALBUM
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Marsha Bichler

$80
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Arlington, TN

This beautiful mini album is 5” wide x 6¼” tall x 3” deep. Botanical
fantasies await just beyond the cleverly locked garden gate. There
are eight pages of Graphic 45’s Natures Sketchbook paper featuring
pocket pages, flaps, and large tags tucked between the pages.
Detailed instructions with color pictures provided. All embellishments
are included, and all paper is cut to size and labeled. All the student
has to add is Distress Ink and adhesive. Door prizes will be given away
during class! Bring: Scor-Tape (1/8” & 1/4”), Un-Du, Black Soot Distress Ink
and applicator, liquid glue, scissors, paper trimmer, bone folder, pencil,
eraser, ruler, sanding block, tape runner, Copic R27 or R29, small waste
trash container, binder clips or clasps, 11/8” punch, and corner rounder.
Optional: Crop-A-Dile and clear Wink of Stella.

FRI, AUG 11 11:15 AM–2:15 PM
CAFÉ PARISIAN JOURNAL
Jan Lill Worms

$42
BEG/INT LEVELS
www.bookwormsbindery.com

Pretty as a petit four, stunning Graphic 45 paper is featured in this
gorgeous square chunk of a journal filled with details. From the
ruffled elastic closure to the little teapot charm and the woven
sewing designed to resemble the squiggle atop a pastry on the faux
leather spine, everything about this journal is luscious! This is the
perfect journal for favorite recipes, photos, mementos, and recording
memories. Students will receive a collage sheet of coordinating
paper to personalize the pages of their books. Workshop fee includes
complete written instructions and all materials needed to complete
one journal. Bring: pencil, ruler, bone folder, awl, scissors, 1” foam or
flat brush for gluing, and an old wash rag for gluing. Helpful if you
have: transparent 12” ruler, punching cradle or 1” thick old paperback
book, and two to four binder clips.

FRI, AUG 11 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$30
ART GONE WILD! GLIMMER & GLOW LIGHT-UP CARDS ALL LEVELS
Jackie Wamhoff
www.inkyantics.com
Make your cards light up with a touch of your finger! Use Chibitronics
LED Circuit Stickers to “power up” your paper crafting projects and
give them a real WOW factor. This innovative technology may look
complicated, but it’s really easy, fun, and safe to do. We’ll show you
how to make four adorable LED light-up cards using Art Gone Wild’s
new Glimmer & Glow stamp sets, which have been specially designed
for this purpose. You will also receive written instructions on how to
build the circuits in your cards, along with a coupon good toward our
Glimmer & Glow stamp collection. Get ready to learn some “bright”
new ideas! Bring: detail scissors, double-sided tape or tape runner,
and foam tape/dots.

FRI, AUG 11 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$75
CREATIVE CHEMISTRY - DISTRESS OXIDE EDITION ALL LEVELS
Tim Holtz
www.timholtz.com
This education-filled workshop will give you the chance to experiment
hands-on by learning several innovative techniques featuring Distress
Oxides. This is not your typical project-based class, but rather an
exploration of curiosities where our main objective will be creating tag
swatches. Each tag will include step-by-step instruction labels, which
we will assemble into a technique handbook to reference throughout
your creative journey. All supplies provided.

FRI, AUG 11 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
JUMPING INTO GEL PRINTING
Carolyn Dube

$39
BEGINNER LEVEL
www.acolorfuljourney.com

Come play with color and pattern on a gel plate. We’ll start with a
big stash of Stencil Girl stencils as Caroline shares how to get that
fabulous Gel Press printing plate to give you magical ghost prints,
how to combine multiple patterns in one printing, and most of all,
how to avoid mud when working with the entire rainbow. New to gel
printing? No experience is needed to create amazing prints when you
know the secret! Not only will you get Caroline’s shortcuts that were
learned through hours of printing play, along with a fundamental
understanding of gel printing, but you will walk out the door with a
huge stack of amazing prints. Bring: six to seven acrylic paint colors
(including white) and an apron.

FRI, AUG 11 2:00–4:00 PM
$46
ALTERED ANCESTORS
BEG/INT LEVELS
LOCATION: FAIRFIELD INN, 2ND FLOOR
Linda Malcom
www.lost-coast-designs.com
Are your relatives bland and boring? Create lively additions to your
lineage in this class. You can gesso out some of the background, the
people, or clothes on cards supplied by Linda and then start adding
paint and ephemera. Students leave with one (or two if they work
quickly) finished portrait on backboard with matting. All you will have
to do is frame. Bring: assorted sizes of black pens, scissors, favorite
glue and coloring tools (Copics, Zig Clean Color Real Brush Pens, etc.),
bits of ribbon or fabric, wings, paper, washi tape, and wood stamps
for the background. Linda will bring a box of paints, markers, and
ephemera for you to choose from.

FRI, AUG 11 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
$51
MIXED MEDIA NECKLACE
ALL LEVELS
Sandi Obertin
www.creativeartsbyobertin.com

FRI, AUG 11 2:30–4:30 PM
$60
ART IMPRESSIONS WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP
ALL LEVELS
Bonnie Krebs
www.artimpressions.com

The goal of this class is to create a finely detailed, one-of-a-kind special
mixed media necklace. Techniques that will be covered include: glass
and metal surface alteration by design, color modification and laying,
creating an overall jewelry design, and assembling multiple pieces
to create your special design. You may work in the color palette of
your choice and choose to work with oval, rectangle, or hexagon
shaped components. Bring: scissors, non-watercolor colored pencils,
and E-6000 glue. Optional: a piece of clothing to help match to your
creation.

Learn to create beautiful watercolor paintings using rubber stamps,
markers, and a brush! For several years, Art Impressions has introduced
stampers all over the world to their exclusive technique that creates
beautiful watercolor scenes. They are easy to create and versatile for all
users. Each person can make these beautiful scenes their own, so no two
designs will be alike. Our watercolor class will create four card samples
with our new Watercolor Mini Project Series. Bonnie will take you stepby-step through creating scenes and techniques with hands-on training.
This class includes a free exclusive stamp set. Bring: scissors or paper
trimmer, foam tape, and tape runner (corner rounder is optional).

FRI, AUG 11 11:45 AM–1:45 PM
$41
STAMPAWAY MEMORY JOURNAL
ALL LEVELS
Linda Crofton
www.arthappenswithlovelylinda.blogspot.com
Do you enjoy the thought of discovering a new way to bind a book?
Linda has designed a clever memory journal with a cover made of
Touche (a Marco’s Paper product) that feels like suede, with a unique
binding allowing you to add to it later. You will create multiple
signatures with pockets, flaps, tabs, and tags. You will be making
these for all occasions and for all your friends for years to come.
Bring: tape runner and/or glue stick, favorite fine-tipped markers or
colored pencils. Linda is packing rubber stamps, ink pads, and some
surprises!

FRI, AUG 11 2:30–4:30 PM
$75
CREATIVE CHEMISTRY - DISTRESS OXIDE EDITION ALL LEVELS
Tim Holtz
www.timholtz.com
This education-filled workshop will give you the chance to experiment
hands-on by learning several innovative techniques featuring Distress
Oxides. This is not your typical project-based class, but rather an
exploration of curiosities where our main objective will be creating tag
swatches. Each tag will include step-by-step instruction labels, which
we will assemble into a technique handbook to reference throughout
your creative journey. All supplies provided.

FRI, AUG 11 2:30–4:30 PM
HAPPY HOLIDAYS “NEW” AND “OLD”
Stacy Rich

$30
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
www.stacystamps.com

Holidays will be here before we know it...so let’s get ready! Stacy
Stamps has great holiday stamps, including a fabulous sleigh which
will be used in this class, as well as images that were recently added to
the collection. The new images are elegant and easy to use. Just wait
and see! Bring: scissors, adhesive, and a smile.

FRI, AUG 11 2:30–4:30 PM
TEXTURED TREASURE BOX
Sandi Obertin

$51
ALL LEVELS
www.creativeartsbyobertin.com

The focus of this class is to learn new techniques for working with
colored pencils while creating a beautiful, dimensionally textured
“treasure box.” In addition to working with the pencils, you will work
with accent paints and washes. You will choose your own unique color
palette and design style. Your “treasure box” will be one of a kind.
The art materials, box sizes, and designs will vary from kit to kit. All
materials will be provided, including specialty papers and your choice
of kiln-fired accent embellishments. Bring: scissors, non-watercolor
colored pencils, Aleene’s Original Tacky Glue, and several sheets of
paper towels.

FRI, AUG 11 2:30–4:30 PM
$39
USING RUBBER STAMPS ON A GEL PLATE
BEGINNER LEVEL
Carolyn Dube
www.acolorfuljourney.com
Come play and use rubber stamps in new and colorful ways with a Gel
Press monoprinting plate. If you have never used a gel printing plate,
this is a great opportunity to try it out and see what all the excitement is
about. You will make backgrounds that perfectly match your stamped
images, and you will see how to get multiple looks from the same
stamp. As we make these cards and patterned papers, you will use the
entire rainbow of paint at one time without making mud, and you will
also learn an easy shortcut for cleaning paint off of any rubber stamp.
Bring: scissors, a variety of eight to ten stamps, six to seven colors of
paint including at least one color that is darker (e.g., dark blue, deep
red), and an apron. Instructor will have stamps for sharing.

FRI, AUG 11 3:00–4:30 PM
$36
COFFEE, YES PLEASE! WITH PAPER SWEETIES
BEG/INT LEVELS
Debbie Marcinkiewicz
www.papersweeties.com
You will be making four bright and cheery projects with a new beverage
theme using a variety of stamps and dies from Paper Sweeties. You
will be heat embossing, stamping on patterned paper, paper piercing,
making decorative bows with seam binding, and embellishing with
sequins. Each student will receive a complimentary package of our
unique flower-shaped sequins. Join with a friend to have double
the fun! Bring: coloring tools, mini glue dots, paper scissors, ribbon
scissors, and Mono adhesive (or your favorite brand).

